
And Now to Something Completely Different: 
Finding Roots of Real Valued Functions 

Four other Oysters followed them, 
And yet another four; 
And thick and fast they came at last, 
And more, and more, and more{ 
All hopping through the frothy waves, 
And scrambling to the shore. 
The Walrus and the Carpenter 
Walked on a mile or so, 
And then they rested on a rock 
Conveniently low: 
And all the little Oysters stood 
And waited in a row. 
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Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There: 

Lewis Carroll, 1871. 



Finding Roots of a Real Valued 
Function, Take 1 (*)  

You are given a black box that computes a real valued 
function, f(x). 
You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a 
such that f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| <  ε for a small 
enough ε). 
 
What can you do? 
 
Not much, I'm afraid. Just go over points in some 
arbitrary/random order, and hope to hit a root. 
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_________________________________ 
    (*)  thanks to Prof. Sivan Toledo for helpful suggestions and discussions 
related to this part of the lecture 



Finding Roots of Real Valued 
 Function, Take 2 

You are given a black box to compute the real valued 
function f(x). On top of this, you are told that f(x) is 
continuous, and you are given two values, L and U, such 
that f(L) < 0 < f(U). 
You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such 
that f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| <  ε for a small enough ε). 
 
What can you do? 
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The Intermediate Value Theorem 
Suppose that f(x) is a continuous 
real valued function, and  

f(L) < 0 < f(U) (where L < U, and 
both are reals). The intermediate 
value theorem (first year calculus) 
claims the existence of an 
intermediate value, C, L < C < U, 
such that f(C) = 0. There could be 
more than one such root, but the 
theorem guarantees that at least 
one exists. 
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For example, in this figure, f(-4) < 0 < f(8), so there is a C, -4<C <8, 
such that f(C) = 0 (in fact there are three such C . 



Root Finding Using Binary 

Search 
Suppose that f(x) is a continuous real valued function, and 

f(L) < 0 < f(U) (where L < U). Compute M = f((L + U)/2). 

 If M = 0, then M is a root of f(x). 

 If M < 0, then by the intermediate value theorem, there is a root of 

f(x) in the open interval ((L + U)/2,U). 

 If M > 0, then by the intermediate value theorem, there is a root of 

f(x) in the open interval (L, (L + U)/2). 

 

Looks familiar? 

 

 

By performing binary search on the interval, we converge to a root of 

f(x) (will stop when |M| < ε). 
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Root Finding Using Binary Search: 

Potential Problems 
The intermediate value theorem deals with real numbers. Our 

computers approximate them using floating point numbers. Unlike reals, 

floating point numbers have limited precision. 

If the function under consideration is rather tame, there should be no 

problem. 

But wild functions can cause overflow (values too large to be 

represented by floats) or underflow (non zero numbers represented as 

zero), and search can thus miss roots even if the roots by themselves 

are not problematic (i.e. can be represented well with floats). 
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We may see such example (in a recitation and/or a future homework). 



Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, 
Take 3 

You are given a black box to compute the real valued 
function f(x). On top of this, you are told that f(x) is 
differentiable (is smooth enough to have a derivative). 

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a 
such that f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| <  ε  for a small 
enough ε). 

 

What can you do? 

 

(here, we'll start discussing the Newton-Raphson 
iteration.) 
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An Example: Computing Square Roots 

Suppose we want to find a square root of 1732 

412 = 1681 and 422 = 1764. 

Since 1681 < 1732 < 1764, we can safely claim that 1732 is not 

a square of any integer. What next? We'll start with some initial 
guess, denoted x0, and design a sequence x1, x2, …. that will 
converge to  

 

Define 

 

 

Remark: Right now, this expression sort of comes out of the 

blue. 
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Computing Square Root of 1732: Code 

def iter1732 (x):  # compute next sequence element and its square 
       return x -(x **2 -1732)/(2* x),(x -(x **2 -1732)/(2* x ))**2 
 
 
Let us pretend we got no idea where            is, start with x0 = 10, and 
iterate the function to get x1, x2, … , as well as their squares. 
 
>>> iter1732 (10) 
(91.6 , 8390.56) # x1 , x1 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) # apply iter1732 to first element 
(55.254148471615714 , 3053.020923323353) # x2 , x2 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(43.30010556385136 , 1874.8991418406715) # x3 , x3 **2 
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Computing Square Root of 1732: Code 

>>> iter1732 (10) 
(91.6 , 8390.56) # x1 , x1 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) # apply iter1732 to first element 
(55.254148471615714 , 3053.020923323353) # x2 , x2 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(43.30010556385136 , 1874.8991418406715) # x3 , x3 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(41.65000402275986 , 1734.7228350959124) # x4 , x4 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(41.61731692992759 , 1732.0010684460376) # x5 , x5 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(41.6173040933716 , 1732.0000000001646) # x6 , x6 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(41.617304093369626 , 1732.0000000000002) # x7 , x7 **2 
>>> iter1732 (_ [0]) 
(41.617304093369626 , 1732.0000000000002) # convergence , x7 == x8 
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An Example: Computing Square Roots 

Suppose we want to find a square root of 9387 

962 = 9216 and 972 = 9409. 

Since 9216 < 9387 < 9409, we can safely claim that 9387 is not 

a square of any integer.  

What next? We'll start with some initial guess, denoted x0, and 
design a sequence x1, x2, …. that will converge to  

Define 

 

This expression sort of comes out of the blue. 

But please note that if for some obscure reason this sequence 
converges to a non-zero limit, and we denote this limit by x∞, we'll 
have x∞

2 - 9387 = 0. In other words, x∞ will be a square root of 9387. 
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Computing Square Root of 9387: Code 

def iter9837 (x): # compute next sequence element and its square 
       return x -(x **2 -9387)/(2* x),(x -(x **2 -9387)/(2* x ))**2 
 
 
Let us pretend we got no idea where              is, start with x0 = 13.7 
this time, and iterate the function to get x1, x2, … and their 
squares. 
 
 
>>> iter9837 (13.7) 
(349.4412408759124 , 122109.18082489743) # x1 , x1 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) # apply iter9837 to first element 
(188.15206312696233 , 35401.19885893242) # x2 , x2 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(119.02128022032366 , 14166.065145284809) # x3 , x3 **2 
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Computing Square Root of 9387: Code 
>>> iter9837 (13.7) 
(349.4412408759124 , 122109.18082489743) # x1 , x1 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) # apply iter9837 to first element 
(188.15206312696233 , 35401.19885893242) # x2 , x2 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(119.02128022032366 , 14166.065145284809) # x3 , x3 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(98.94476475839053 , 9790.066473093242) # x4 , x4 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(96.90793909066838 , 9391.148658800692) # x5 , x5 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(96.88653393625265 , 9387.000458180635) # x6 , x6 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(96.88653157173088 , 9387.000000000005) # x7 , x7 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # x8 , x8 **2 
>>> iter9837 (_ [0]) 
(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # convergence , x8 == x9 13 



This All Leads to Newton Raphson Iteration 

 

Will be presented next time 
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